
modernLINK® makes quoting our dwelling programs fast and easy. In case you have questions, 
we’ve compiled a series of tips to make the process even smoother.

Agent and Subproducer Number (Located on New Quote screen)

Your modernLINK User Name is associated with your American Modern Agent number and Subproducer number. When beginning 
your first quote, simply click the Select button next to the Agent # field and select the number/agent displayed from the listing (only 
agent number(s) associated with the User Name you used to log in to the system will display). Click the Select button next to the 
Subproducer # field and select from the list. 

Note: If you are a business entity working through the agent/brokerage listed in the Agent # field, you are considered a Subproducer within our system.

Product Selection/Dropdown (Located on New Quote screen)

Be sure to select the appropriate Product selection for the type of policy you would like to quote. Note, for agents in states where 
Specialty Homeowners (HO-10) is available, select Dwelling as the Product.

Protection Class (Located on Basic Information screen)

If you are not certain of the property’s Protection Class…don’t worry. Simply select any Protection Class in the dropdown  
and click Next. Our system will validate the risk’s location and return the correct Protection Class. 

Occupancy (Located on Eligible Products screen)

Once you select the occupancy from the dropdown on the Eligibility Information screen, the system will display a listing of 
Eligible Products for the risk/property being quoted. For example, if a risk does not qualify for a Homeowners program due to value 
or occupancy,  the “HO- Homeowners” option would not display.
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MSB Cost Estimator (Located on the  
Coverage screen) 

American Modern recommends utilizing the MSB Cost 
Estimator for quotes requiring replacement cost. Utilizing 
MSB will help assure that the home value is accurate from 
quote to issuance. To use MSB from our system,  simply 
click the Go to MSB Cost Estimator button. When returning 
to modernLINK, be sure to click the Refresh Value from 
MSB button. If the MSB Dwelling Limit varies by more than 
20% from the Dwelling Limit entered on the Basic screen, 
you will need to go back to the Basic screen to update the 
dwelling limit. 

Coverages (Located on the Coverage Screen)

American Modern recommends for the Specialty 
Homeowners (HO-10) program that you build up the 
basic package by adding the Optional Enhanced Coverage 
endorsement for additional perils, Theft, and Replacement 
Cost loss settlement. This policy will then approximate  
an HO-2.

If Personal Property coverage is not required, leave the 
associated field blank. Do not enter a zero value.  

Inspection Fee (Located on the Coverage screen)

For the Inspection Fee question, simply leave it blank. On 
the next screen, an inspection fee message will appear, if 
required, with instructions. 

Uninsured Dwelling (Located on the  
Underwriting screen)

When answering the question in modernLINK for “How 
many days has the dwelling gone uninsured immediately 
prior to the requested effective date?”, enter the number of 
days the dwelling has been uninsured since the customer’s 
closing date. To avoid an uninsured property situation, please 
make sure the customer has an insurance effective date that 
matches up with the closing date.  

Multi-Unit Rental Type Property (Located on the 
Eligibility screen)

If a customer owns a multi-unit rental property and lives in 
one of the units while renting out the other units, choose 
“Owner” in the Occupancy dropdown to ensure an affordable 
premium with appropriate coverage. 
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Coverage is subject to policy terms, conditions, limitations, exclusions, underwriting review and approval, and may not be available for all risks or in all states. Rates and discounts vary, are determined by many 
factors and are subject to change. Policies are written by one of the licensed insurers of American Modern Insurance Group, Inc., including American Modern Home Insurance Company d/b/a in CA American 
Modern Insurance Company (Lic. No 2222-8).
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Have questions? Need help with a modernLINK quote?  
We’re just a phone call away at 800-543-2644.


